CHERRY PULLING HEADS

PULLING HEAD FOR CHERRYLOCK® A-RIVETS H9055

STEM SIDE EJECTION: H9055 series pulling heads are available for installation of 3/32", 1/8", 5/32" and 3/16" diameter locked spindle CherryLOCK® A code rivets in all materials, head styles and grip lengths. Stems are ejected from the side of the pulling head.

H9055-3: 3/32" ..................................... P/N 12-03132 .......... $694.00
H9055-4: 1/8" ..................................... P/N 12-03133 .......... $694.00
H9055-5: 5/32" ..................................... P/N 12-03134 .......... $729.00
H9055-6: 3/16" ..................................... P/N 12-03135 .......... $694.00

CHERRY® MS STRAIGHT PULLING HEADS H9040

Cherry MS Straight Pulling Heads - H9040 Series.

H9040-4C ........................................... P/N 12-03127 .......... $1,079.00
H9040-5C ........................................... P/N 12-03128 .......... $1,079.00
H9040-6C ........................................... P/N 12-03130 .......... $1,079.00

OFFSET MAXIBOLT PULLING HEAD H856-6MB

Maxibolt Pulling Head. Offset head style, Maxibolt Diameters: 3/16". P/N 12-03112 .......... $1,443.00

CHERRY® NUT PLATE PULLING HEADS H902

These pulling heads fit directly onto Cherry G902 and G746A Power Riveters.

H902-3NPR ........................................... P/N 12-03125 .......... $322.00
H902-4NPR ........................................... P/N 12-03126 .......... $398.00

CHERRY® FLUSH STYLE PULLING HEADS H9015

Flush style pulling heads will install both universal and countersunk rivets. These pulling heads fit directly onto Cherry G902-15 riveters.

H9015-3C ........................................... P/N 12-03121 .......... $559.00
H9015-4C ........................................... P/N 04-01515 .......... $586.00
H9015-5C ........................................... P/N 12-03123 .......... $559.00
H9015-6C ........................................... P/N 12-03124 .......... $559.00

PULLING HEADS FOR CHERRYLOCK A-RIVETS H955

The H955 Series pulling heads fit directly on the G701A, G704B, G746A and G747 riveters. The heads in this series are capable of installing 3/32", 1/8", 5/32" and 3/16" diameter rivets in all materials and head styles and grip lengths. Stems feed through the pulling head and are ejected out the back of the tool.

H955-3- 3/32" ........................................... P/N 12-03136 .......... $413.00
H955-4: 1/8" ........................................... P/N 12-03137 .......... $467.00
H955-5: 5/32" ........................................... P/N 12-03138 .......... $467.00
H955-6: 3/16" ........................................... P/N 12-03139 .......... $467.00

COMPACT UNIVERSAL HEAVY DUTY PULLING HEAD HD800

HD800-6MB Installs Maxibolt 45° "U" & "S" type head. P/N 12-03142 .......... $509.00
HD800-6MBU Installs Maxibolt 45° "U" type - "S" type AFS P/N 12-03141 .......... $577.00
HD800-8MB Installs Maxibolt 8° "U" type. P/N 12-03143 .......... $577.00
HD800-8MBU Installs CherryMAX "AB" -8 (all materials) B, MB Plus P/N 12-03142 .......... $583.00
HD800-8A Installs Cherrylock “A” code P/N 12-03143 .......... $554.00

CHERRY OFFSET PULLING HEAD H782

The H782 series is a new universal, off-set pulling head capable of installing a broad variety of pull-type fasteners. Its strength, light weight and compact dimensions make it ideal for a diverse range of applications including restricted spaces. The H782 is capable of installing CherryMAX rivets, CherryLOCK ‘A’ code rivets, Maxibolt ‘S’ type blind bolts, MBC rivets, SPR rivets, NAS1398 A & AB code products, MS9033a, MS21140/1, 4, 5, NAS171B, 1720 & 1721 and pull-through type nut plate rivets. Note: Uses CherryMAX mounting system (G704B, G746A, G747).

P/N 12-03091 .......... $637.00

MAXIBOLT STRAIGHT PULLING HEADS

For use with G83 & G84 tools. For use with Cherry shift washer type only.

H83B-5MB ........................................... P/N 12-03086 .......... $465.00
H83B-6MB ........................................... P/N 12-03087 .......... $494.00
H84A-8MB ........................................... P/N 12-03107 .......... $568.00
H84C-8MB ........................................... P/N 12-03110 .......... $595.00

MAXIBOLT PULLING HEAD H84B-568


MAXIBOLT PULLING HEAD (S TYPE) H744

Cherry P/N Head Style Maxibolt Dia. Part No. Price
H744-4MB Straight 5/32" 12-03085 $576.00
H744-6MB Straight 3/16" 12-03086 $634.00

MAXIBOLT U-TYPE PULLING HEAD

Pulleys to install “U” type Maxibolts®. Will fit G83 or G84-LS (w/744-700 adapter).

H83B-5MBU ........................................... P/N 12-03099 .......... $465.00
H83B-6MBU ........................................... P/N 12-03097 .......... $466.00
H84A-8MBU ........................................... P/N 12-03108 .......... $596.00
H84C-8MBU ........................................... P/N 12-03111 .......... $814.00

MAXIBOLT PULLING HEAD (S TYPE) H652-8MB

Cherry Maxibolt Pulling Head (S Type): Head Style - Straight, Maxibolt Diameter - 1/4". P/N 12-03067 .......... $822.00

MAXIBOLT RIGHT ANGLE PULLING HEAD H828

This pulling head aids installation of Maxibolts® in limited access applications. For use with G744 tool. For use with Cherry shift washer type only. Use 744-200 adapter for G83/G84.

H828-5MB Right Angle 5/32" 12-03094 $2,096.00
H828-5MB Right Angle 3/16" 12-03095 $2,096.00
H828-8MB Right Angle 1/4" 12-03097 $2,279.00

RIGHT ANGLE PULLING HEAD H690-4C

H690-4C pulling head. 1/8" rivet diameter. Countersunk Head. P/N 12-03092 .......... $1,032.00

PULLING HEAD FOR CHERRYLOCK® A CODE RIVETS H9044-8

These heads fit directly on the G55, G68, both obsolete and G740 Cherry® power riveters. Will fit on the G784 and G686 hydro-shift Cherry® riveters with the 88057 adapter. For the 1/4" Cherrylock "A" rivets, 8 Diameter.

P/N 12-03131 .......... $1,890.00

CHERRYMAX STRAIGHT PULLING HEAD H846A-456

This pulling head installs 1/8", 5/32" & 3/16" Nominal & Oversize CherryMAX Rivets (G747 only). P/N 12-03103 .......... $439.00

CHERRYMAX RIGHT ANGLE PULLING HEAD H828-8

CherryMAX Right Angle Pulling Head installs 1/8" Nominal & Oversize CherryMAX Rivets (G747 only). P/N 12-03096 .......... $1,957.00

CHERRYMAX OFFSET PULLING HEAD H827-8

CherryMAX Offset Pulling Head installs 1/4" Nominal & Oversize CherryMAX Rivets (G747 only). P/N 12-03093 .......... $1,458.00

CHERRYLOCK® RIGHT ANGLE PULLING HEADS H866

The H896 series right angle s fit directly on the G701A, G704B, G746A and G747 power riveters to install CherryLOCK® A brand rivets in 3/32", 1/8", 5/32" and 3/16" diameters in all materials, head styles and up to -04 grip length.

H866-3 ........................................... P/N 12-03113 .......... $1,011.00
H866-4 ........................................... P/N 12-03114 .......... $1,011.00
H866-5 ........................................... P/N 12-03115 .......... $1,083.00
H866-6 ........................................... P/N 12-03116 .......... $1,083.00

OFFSET LOCKBOLT PULLING HEADS H562-6B8B

The H562 series right angle s. Requires adapter (744-100) when used on the Cherry G84 tool.

- 6 Diameter 3/16" ................................ P/N 12-03059 .......... $1,364.00
- 6 Diameter 1/4" ................................ P/N 12-03060 .......... $1,350.00
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